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Abstract: The Centralized Energy Efficient Distance (CEED) algorithm is significantly modified in this article with the
introduction of the Modified CEED cluster head selection algorithm (MODCEED). By dividing the workload among
them, MOD-CEED actually balances the energy usage across all sensor nodes. More specifically, using the LEACH
algorithm's energy dissipation model, we determine the ideal number of cluster heads for the network. The residual
energy of the sensor node and the distance between the sensor node and the base station are also taken into account in
the introduction of an effective cluster head selection technique. Using the MATLAB simulator version 8.5, our suggested
approach is assessed in terms of network longevity. According to the simulation's findings, MOD-CEED effectively
extends the network lifetime. Additionally, it has proven to be superior to LEACH-DT and CEED, two other pertinent
algorithms.
Keywords: Cluster head selection, residual energy, optimal number of cluster heads.

I. Introduction
The creation of sensors, which are compact, inexpensive, smart, and multi-functional devices, is a result of recent
advancements in the field of wireless communication technologies [1–4]. These sensors are able to sense, communicate,
and carry out activities [5–8]. By detecting various physical phenomena like pressure, temperature, or humidity, sensor
nodes can also monitor and regulate surroundings [9–12]. These sensor nodes are put together to form a wireless sensor
network (WSN). WSNs are a brand-new, potent technology that is now being employed in a wide range of industries,
including robotics, environmental monitoring, tracking forest fires, healthcare monitoring, and military sensing. These
applications actually require high performance networks to function. In contrast to wired networks, wireless networks
experience numerous resource limitations, such as constrained communication bandwidth and distance [13–15].
Researchers have put out a variety of routing methods in recent years with the goal of managing the finite resources in
sensor networks. In a hierarchical-based routing protocol, wireless sensor nodes are grouped into clusters, and a particular
sensor node is then selected as a cluster head. This cluster head is then in charge of gathering data from its cluster members
and beginning to transmit the data to the base station or to cluster heads closer to the base station[1] [2][16–18]. The
cluster head typically consumes more energy than the nodes that are not the cluster head.
The Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hieraechy (LEACH), as indicated in [18], is regarded as one of the popular and
established hierarchical routing methods. According to the LEACH protocol, wireless sensor nodes are grouped into
clusters, with one sensor node acting as the cluster head and the others as member nodes. LEACH's operation is separated
into numerous rounds, each of which consists of two phases known as the setup phase and the steady-state phase. The
clusters are created during the setup phase, and during the steady-state phase, each sensor node transmits its unique sensed
data to the cluster head, which then transmits to the base station. To balance the energy consumption across all sensor
nodes, the authors in [19] proposed the Distance Based Thresholds (LEACH-DT) method. Based on the separation
between the sensor node and the base station, LEACH-DT suggests a distributed cluster head selection process. The
residual energy of the sensor nodes, however, is not taken into account while selecting the cluster heads using LEACHDT.
The authors of [20] suggested a routing algorithm based on Centralized Energy Efficient Distance (CEED) to increase the
network lifetime over LEACH-DT. Using the energy lost during the cluster head selection, cluster formation, and steadystate phases as a starting point, CEED determines the ideal number of cluster heads. In addition, CEED presents a
distributed cluster head selection algorithm based on the residual energy of the sensor node as well as the separation
between the sensor nodes and the base station. Sadly, the CEED algorithm raises the likelihood that no clustering will
emerge in most rounds by decreasing the likelihood of sensor nodes becoming cluster heads.
Additionally, CEED does not rely on the assumption that sensor nodes should relay their sensed data to the base station
singly in the absence of clustering. Because of this, CEED has demonstrated in its studies an exceptional improvement in
the network lifetime.
In this paper, we suggest a more effective cluster head selection algorithm to address the issues found in earlier
publications (i.e., LEACH-DT and CEED algorithms). Modified CEED is the name of this algorithm (MOD-CEED).
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Following is how this article is structured in its entirety. Section II provides an explanation of our suggested algorithm.
Section III presents the simulation findings and contrasts them with earlier related techniques. The article is concluded in
Section IV.

II. The Proposed Algorithm
Literature reviews [6, 7].
II-A Network Assumptions


N sensor nodes make up the WSN, along with one base station. A square field with area A= M M [m2] has
evenly spaced sensor nodes.



There are no heterogeneous sensor nodes. In other words, they all have the same processing speed, memory
size, battery life, and range of communication.



The Base Station is placed outside of the sensing region and has unlimited resources (i.e., power and storage
capacity).



During the designated transmission window, sensor nodes always have data to communicate.



The Base Station as well as the sensor nodes are immobile (i.e., not mobile).



Sensor nodes are GPS-enabled and thus aware of their location.

II-B Radio Energy and Channel Propagation Models
The primary source of energy lost in a wireless sensor network is often wireless transmission, and this source greatly
relies on the separation of transmitter and receiver. The radio energy model utilised in [16–17] was used in our research.
In this radio paradigm, the transmitter uses energy to operate the power amplifier and electronics circuits, while the
receiver uses energy to operate the electronics circuits. A decaying power law function of the separation between the
transmitter and the receiver can be used to represent the electromagnetic wave propagation in a wireless channel.
Depending on how far apart the transmitter and receiver were from one another, the Friss free-space and multipath fading
channel propagation models were employed for our simulation studies. The Friss free-space propagation model is
employed if this distance, when compared to another distance, is smaller than a specific cross-over distance (do) (d2
power loss). The multipath fading propagation model is utilised in all other cases (d4 power loss). As a result, the
following is the amount of energy required by the radio model to send an L-bit message over a distance d:
𝐸𝑇𝑥 (𝐿, 𝑑) = 𝐸𝑇𝑥−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 (𝐿) + 𝐸𝑇𝑥−𝑎𝑚𝑝 (𝐿, 𝑑)

(1)

𝐸𝑇𝑥−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 (L) is the amount of energy used by the transmitter circuit to send an L-bit message. 𝐸𝑇𝑥−𝑎𝑚𝑝 (L, d) is the
amount of energy that the transmitter expends to amplify the signal. In light of this, (1) can be rewritten as follows:

𝐸𝑇𝑥 (𝐿, 𝑑) = {

𝐿𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 + 𝐿𝜀𝑓𝑠 𝑑2
𝐿𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 + 𝐿𝜀𝑚𝑝 𝑑4

𝑑 < 𝑑0
𝑑 ≥ 𝑑0

(2)

where 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 is the energy lost when the transmitter and receiver's electronic circuits are in operation. For the Friss freespace and multipath fading channel propagation models, 𝑓𝑠 and 𝑚𝑝 are the radio amplifier energy parameters,
respectively. The energy required by the radio model, on the other hand, to receive an L-bit message across a distance d
is calculated as follows:
𝐸𝑅𝑥 (𝐿) = 𝐸𝑅𝑥−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 (𝐿) = 𝐿𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐

(3)

where𝐸𝑅𝑥−𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 (L) is the amount of energy used by the receiver circuit to decode an L-bit message.
II-C Optimum Number of Clusters
In a wireless sensor network, the quantity of cluster heads is regarded as a key variable that, in essence, affects both the
total amount of energy consumed and the network's lifespan. When there aren't enough clusters, the sensing data from the
cluster members frequently needs to be transmitted over very long distances to the cluster head, which increases energy
usage. A lower level of local data aggregation occurs when there are too many clusters since the cluster heads receive
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sensing data from fewer members. In this scenario, N sensor nodes are assumed to be evenly dispersed throughout a M by
M region. K clusters are arranged throughout the network area.
As a result, each cluster has N/K nodes on average. One cluster head and (N/K-1) non-cluster head nodes make up each
cluster. Each cluster head node in our suggested approach broadcasts an advertisement message with a length of L bits to a
distance of √0.5 M as soon as the cluster heads are selected (half the length of the network). Due to the assumption that the
advertisement message will be sent to a distance below the cross-over distance and that the Friss free-space propagation
model (𝑑2 attenuation) will be utilised, there will be a reduction in energy usage. It's interesting to note that the ideal
number of clusters may be expressed as in (4).

𝐾𝑂𝑃𝑇 = 𝑀√

2√3
27

√𝐿 (𝐸

(2𝐿+ 𝐿𝐷𝐴𝑇𝐴 )𝑁𝜀𝑓𝑠

𝑃𝑂𝑃𝑇 (𝑠𝑖)

𝑇 (𝑠𝑖 ) = {

(4)

4
2
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 +𝑁𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐+ 𝜀𝑓𝑠0.5 𝑀 )+ 𝐿𝐷𝐴𝑇𝐴 (𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐+ 𝜀𝑚𝑝 𝑑𝑡𝑜𝐵𝑆 )

1− 𝑃𝑂𝑃𝑇 (𝑠𝑖 ){𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑑 [

0

𝐸𝐶𝑈𝑅(𝑠𝑖 ) 𝑑𝐴𝑉𝐺−𝑡𝑜𝐵𝑆
1
𝑃𝑂𝑃𝑇 (𝑠𝑖)

]}

𝐸𝐴𝑉𝐺

𝑑𝑡𝑜𝐵𝑆 (𝑠𝑖)

∶

∶ 𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝐺

(5)

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

III. Simulation Results
Three distinct definitions of the network lifetime—First Node to Die (FND), Half Node to Die (HND), and Last Node to
Die—have been utilised to assess the effectiveness of our suggested approach (LND). Figure 1 illustrates how the
number of alive nodes has been analysed in connection to rounds while taking into account both our suggested technique
and LEADH-DT, a CEED-relevant algorithm. We ran the simulation 20 times before taking the average of those runs.
The number of alive nodes did, however, tend to decline as the number of rounds grew across all algorithms, which was
to be expected given that each sensor must use energy to relay its sensed data at each round.
Additionally, from the perspective of network longevity, we can see that our suggested algorithm performs better.
In contrast to LEACH-DT and CEED, where its values are at rounds 247 and 269, respectively, the FND metric for
MOD-CEED is at round 392 in Figure 2. For LEACH-DT and CEED, respectively, this led to improvements of 59% and
46%. While the HND measure for LEACH-DT and CEED has values at rounds 480 and 707, respectively, it is at round
1001 for MOD-CEED. Surprisingly, this results in improvements of 109% for LEACH-DT and 42% for CEED,
respectively.
Last but not least, the FND metric for MOD-CEED is at round 3518 whereas its values for LEACH-DT and CEED are at
rounds 854 and 3490, respectively. This led to remarkable gains for LEACH-DT of 316% and a modest improvement for
CEED of 1%.

Figure 1. Number of alive nodes versus number of rounds considering LEACH-DT, CEED and MOD-CEED algorithms
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Figure 2. Results of FND, HND, and LND considering LEACH-DT, CEED and MOD-CEED algorithms.

IV. Conclusion
In this study, we propose MOD-CEED, a new cluster head selection algorithm for wireless sensor networks that is a
modification of CEED. The favourable effect of determining the ideal number of cluster heads on CEED performance
serves as a summary of the main finding of our proposed algorithm. It's interesting that it's calculated using the energy
lost at all stages of communication. Another key discovery of our proposed algorithm is the effective integration of the
residual energy of the sensor nodes and the distance between the sensor nodes and Base Station into the cluster head
selection technique, which intriguingly results in balancing the energy consumption amongst all sensor nodes and
extending the network lifetime. The simulation results demonstrated the suggested algorithm's superior performance over
LEACH-DT and CEED.
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